For 3 to 8 players
Ages teen to adult

OBJECT:
Have the most chips after each player has had three turns at being the
caption rater.
CONTENTS:
75 Domo picture cards, 100 Domo words cards, 25 scoring chips, pad of paper.
SET-UP:
Separately shuffle the Domo picture deck and the Domo words deck and
place them in two separate face-down piles in the center of the table.
Place the scoring chips near the card piles.
Each player will need a pencil and a piece of paper.
PLAYING:
The youngest player will be the first caption rater and starts by turning
over the top picture card and the top word card. Each of the other
players secretly writes a caption for the picture using any one of the
three words on the word card.
The player to the left of the rater collects all the captions (including
his/her own) when everyone’s finished writing. This player now reads out
loud, in random order, all the captions including his/her own, so that the
rater does not know who wrote which one. The rater picks their favorite
caption, and the player who wrote it gets one scoring chip.
The player to the left of the rater now becomes the new rater, and turns
over a new picture card and a new word card. Play continues as
described above.
ENDING AND WINNING THE GAME:
Once every player has had three turns as the rater the game ends. The
player with the most scoring chips is the winner.
We appreciate your comments on the Domo Caption This! Game. Please send your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation
Dept: Domo
121 New England Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
Our customer service department can be reached Monday through Friday (except during holidays) from
10:00 AM EST to 4:00 PM EST at 1 800 800-0298.
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